Perfect for meat preparation, the curved blade ensures the ease of breaking down large pieces of meat, as well as portioning large chunks of meat to any desired size.
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**GRANTON EDGE KNIVES**

Product might not be exactly as shown
KNIVES & ACCESSORIES

STEAK KNIVES

POLYPROPYLENE HANDLES

12198 10” steak knife, black handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide
Also Available in:
12229 White Handle
12211 Blue Handle
12220 Red Handle
12225 Yellow Handle
12227 Orange Handle
12215 Green Handle

11566 10” DR handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide
11568 12” DR handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide

GRANTON EDGE KNIVES

12182 12” slim blade, black handle, 120 pc./box approx. approx: 1” Wide

Also Available in:
12176 10” granton edge, black handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide
12173 12” granton edge, black handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide

ROSEWOOD HANDLES

17043 10” steak knife, black handle, Knife Sharp, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide
11450 12” steak knife, black handle, Knife Sharp, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide

17635 10” steak knife, rosewood handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide
17636 12” steak knife, rosewood handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ⅝” Wide

WOOD HANDLES

11567 10” wood handle, DR wood handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide
11569 12” wood handle, DR wood handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ½” Wide

12250 12” steak knife, black handle, 60 pc./box approx. approx: 1 ¼” Wide
Also Available in:
12293 White Handle
12266 Blue Handle
12279 Red Handle
12285 Yellow Handle
12290 Orange Handle
12273 Green Handle

11467 12” slim blade, black handle, Knife Sharp, 120 pc./box approx. approx: 1” Wide

12293 White Handle
12266 Blue Handle
12279 Red Handle
12285 Yellow Handle
12290 Orange Handle
12273 Green Handle
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